
If you’re going to strengthen your ability to gain insights into the realities of others through their use of metaphors, you 
will need to improve your active listening and empathetic observation1.  Conducting an ethnographic interview is a great 
exercise in listening and observation.  

The ethnographic interview is a type of qualitative research used by marketers, scientists, anthropologists and others. The 
ethnographic interview combines observations with one-on-one interviews to paint a contoured picture of a particular 
subject. Maureen Carroll, founder of the design consultancy Lime Design and a lecturer in Stanford’s Graduate School of 
Education, describes ethnography as “an incredibly powerful tool for uncovering unarticulated customer needs.2” 

Here’s how you can get started with an ethnographic interview exercise that focuses on metaphor recognition: 

1. Identify your interview subject and choose a mutually agreed-upon conversation theme (e.g. the future, education, 
parenting, AI … whatever will most engage the interviewee).  

2. Schedule a 60-minute interview for a time when you can conduct the conversation in person3, in a quiet location where 
you and the interviewee can meet without interruption or distraction. 

3. Record the interview (computer, smartphone or recording device) so that you can direct all of your attention to the 
conversation, not to the note-taking. 

4. Ask open-ended questions to nudge the conversation along, but follow4 your interviewee wherever they lead you.   
5. Immediately following the interview, take note of the moments in the conversation when the interviewee was most 

engaged, enraged or enlivened. List your observations that might not be captured by the interview transcript. Document 
what your conversation taught you about the interview subject and theme that you didn’t already know.  

6. Read your interview transcript with this metaphor master list, taking note of the metaphors used by your subject. Are 
there noticeable patterns in their use of metaphor? A heavy use of combat themed metaphors? How does their metaphor use shape your 
understanding of their reality? 
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1. The Institute of Design at Stanford describes the three components of empathetic observation as observing, engaging and watching + listening.  
2. “Empathy: The Softer Side of Design” 2016 (Maureen Carroll)  
3. “You’ve got to be present as an interviewer in order to notice body language, tone of voice, a raised eyebrow, or the light in someone’s eyes. I recently read an article that described good job 

interviewing tips and it stated the importance of seeming interested. But that’s not really good enough for ethnography- you can’t seem interested. You have to be insanely curious and be 
passionately invested in hearing about someone else’s experiences.” 
“Empathy: The Softer Side of Design” 2016 (Maureen Carroll)  

4. “When I first started doing ethnographic interviews, I knew the importance of following my interviewee but I didn’t really believe it. There was a back script running though my mind urging 
me to keep digging for something really good — a nugget of information that would be a game changer. But that voice was just stopping me from really empathizing with the person I was 
talking to.”  
“Empathy: The Softer Side of Design” 2016 (Maureen Carroll) 

http://www.lang.osaka-u.ac.jp/~sugimoto/MasterMetaphorList/metaphors/
https://dschool-old.stanford.edu/sandbox/groups/designresources/wiki/36873/attachments/74b3d/ModeGuideBOOTCAMP2010L.pdf?sessionID=573efa71aea50503341224491c862e32f5edc0a9
https://medium.com/stanford-d-school/empathy-the-softer-side-of-design-107466e4a106
https://medium.com/stanford-d-school/empathy-the-softer-side-of-design-107466e4a106
https://medium.com/stanford-d-school/empathy-the-softer-side-of-design-107466e4a106

